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THE CUBIC N ON -LINEARITY OF ORDER e: 

IN THE SECON D APPROX IM ATION 

NGUYEN VAN DINH 

Institute of Mechanics 

It is well-known that, for almost quasi-linear systems, t he oscillation can -
qualitatively and quantitatively - be determined in the first approximation (order 
e:}. However, for certain systems and even for qualitative information, the calculus 
must be performed in the second approximation (order e:2 ). Some of mentioned 
systems have been considered in [1, 3, 3]. 

Especially, in [4, 5, 6, 7], a systematic study has been devoted to a whole 
class of systems that having the quadratic restoring non-linearity as an element of 
order c. There. the author has particularly concentrated attention on the effect 
of the quadratic non-linearity in the second approximation. It has been shown 
that although, in the first approximation, the non-linearity interested does not 
express any influence (on a family of harmonic oscillations with arbitrary constant 
amplitude and initial dephase and with frequency equal to the own frequency) 
it may play an important-even decisive - role in the second approximation. For 
instance, under certa.in condition (very weak friction} and in "combination" wi~h 

certain other elements (excitations) of the same order e:, the quadratic non-linearity 
may produce intense oscillations of parametric type. 

In the present paper, intending to develop the results obtained in [4, 5, 6, 
7], we examine the c.lass of systems with the cubic restoring non-linearity. This 
non-linearity introduces a lot. of terms into the equations for stationary oscillations 
and makes thus difficulty revealing its own effects. In order to analyse the role of 
the cubic nonlinearity in the second approximation, we use the so-called simplified 
equations obtained by estimating and neglecting certain terms of order higher tha,n 
e:2 . 

The asymptotic method [8] is applied. Typical system are treated and some 
qualitative remarks are presented. 
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§1. The cubic non-linearity and a self-excitation of order c 

In this section, we consider a self-excited system of VanderPol type assuming 
that the self-excitation is of the same order e as that of the cubic non-linearity. It 
will he shown that: 

In the first approximation, the cubic nonlinearity int roduces an additional fre
quency of order e but it has no influence on the amplitude (the latter is determined 
by the self-excitation). 

In the second approximation, the corresponding additional frequency is neg
ligible while the additional amplitude is of order e and significant. The system 
under consideration is described by the differential equation: 

(1.1) 

where xis an os<:illatory variable, overdots denote derivation with respect to timet; 
1 is the own-frequency; c is a small positive formal parameter; h > 0 and k > 0 are 
coefficients characterizing the self-exciting mechanism; "f is the cubic non-linearity 
coefficient. 

Following the asymptotic method [8], the solution in the first approximation 
is of the form: 

x = a cos 1/J, 1/J = t + 8, 

a= c-A1(a), iJ = c-BI(a). 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

Substituting (1.2) into (1.1), using (1.3), equating the terms of like power in c 
then the ones of same harmonics in 1/J, we obtain: 

(1.4) 

Thus, in the first approximation, we have a family of harmonic oscillations with 

determined (not arbitrary) amplitude a5 = t' with arbitrary initial dephase fJ0 

and with frequency 

• • 3"Y . 3"Y 
1/J = w + fJ = 1 + c--a~ = 1 + c- - k 

8 2 

(thus, there is an additional frequency ~Z of order c-, due to the cubic non-linear

ity). 
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In the second approximation, the solution is determined from: 

(
"'(a3 hka3 

• ) . 
x = acos'f/J + eui(a, t/1) =a cost/!+ e - cos3'1/J - -- sm3'1/J 

32 32 
(1.5) 

· a= f = eAI(a) + e 2 A2 (a) = 

= eha(1 - ka
2

) - e
2 

{2AtBt +aAt aAt +"'(ha3 (~a2 - 1 + ~)} 
2 4 2 aa 4 8 ' 

iJ = eBI(a) + e2 B2 {a)·· = 
{1.6) 

3"'( e
2 

{ aAt 3 h 2 k2 + 15"'(2 
} 

= -e8a2 
-

2
a ~At &a + hAt - · 4hka

2 At + 
128 

a
5

- • 

-
Evidently, even in the second approximation, we also obtain a family of oscillat ions 
whose "major" amplitude a is given by the equation 

f = 0~ . {1.7.) 

The structure of this equation shows that At (a) must be of order e2 i.e. ( 1- ~a2) 
must be of order e {since his also of order e). So, we can neglect the terms 2A1Bt , 

aA 1 a At and "'(ha2 ( ka
2 

- 1) {which are of order c-3 ) and obtain a. more simple 
aa 4 . - -

equation 

f = ha(l - ka
2

) _ 5"'(ha
3 _= O. 

2 4 16 
(1.8) 

The amplitude is now equal to 

2 4 2 ( 5"'() 2 10"'( 
a , = k + 5"'( ~ ao 1 - c 2k = ao - c---,;2 ' 

. 2 

(1.9) 

and the dephase () is 

(1.10) 

where ()0 is the arbitrary initial dephase. 

We see that, in the second approximation, the effects of the ~ubic non-linearity 
consists of · 

"'(a a 
- a perturbation - cos 3'1/J of order c 

32 

- an additional amplitude - e ~2"'1 of order c 
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1512 a4 1512 · 
- a negligible additional frequency -

256 
• ~ -

16
k2 of order s 2 

Fork= 4, ,1- 0,05 we have a~= 1, a~~. 0.97. 

Remark. The quadratic nonOlinearity (3x2 of order e has no effect on the ampli
tude; it introduces only a negligible additional frequency of order s 2 (and also a 
perturbation of order e) . 

§2. The cubic non-linearity and an external excitation of order e 

For non autonomous systems, we first consider a forced one with two elements 
of order e: -the cubic non-linearity and- an external excitation in the subharmonic 
resonance of order one · .... third. This is the only case in which the interaction 
between the cubic non-linearity and external excitations of order e (in non principal 
resonances) may occur and, as result, we obtain in the second approximation, a 
quadratic parametric excitation. The differential equation governing the system 
under consideration is of the form: 

(2.1) 

where Be > 0, 3w are intensity and frequency of the external excitation of interest ; 
e ~ = w2 - 1 is the detuning parameter; k > 0 is the damping coefficient assumed 
to be order e2 ; other notations have been given in §1. In the first approximation, 
the asymptotic solution is of the form: 

x =a cos 1/J, 1/J = wt + 0, 

a= sAt( a, 0), iJ = e:Bt(a, 0). 

(2.3) 

(2.3) 

Substituting (2.2) into (2.1), using (2.3), equating the terms of like power in e 
then the ones of same harmonics in 1/J we obtain: 

a= eAI(a,O), . -g ( 31 2) 0 = eBt(a, 0) = - ~- -a . 
2w 4 

(2.4) 

We have thus a family of harmonic oscillations with arbitrary constant amplitude 
a0 and initial dephase 00 and with frequency 

· · e ( 31 2) . 1/J = w + 0 = w - - ~ - - a0 2w 4 

the latter depends on a0 • 
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In the second approximation, the asymptotic solution is given by 

· { 1as · } 
x = acos'I/J + eut(a,'I/J,O) = acos'I/J = e 

32 
cos3'1/J + ecos(2'1/J - 30) , (2.5) 

. f 2A ( ) - g2a {h 31e . } a= = c 2 a,O = - - w- -asm30 , 
2w 4 

iJ = g = eBI(a, 0) + e 2 B 2 (a, 0) = (2.6) 

- g ( 31 2) g2 { 2 3ry2 4 31e } 
= 2w ~ - 4a -2w Bl - 128a -4acos30. 

Constant amplitude and dephase of stationary oscillations satisfy the equations: 

f = O, g =0. 

From the second equation, it follows that B 1 i.e. 

e 2
• So, we can neglect Bt and rewrite (2.2) as: 

(2.7) 

must be of order 

(2.8) 

It is easy to see that in the second approximation the interaction between the cubic 
non-linearity and the external excitat ion of frequency 3w produces a quadratic 
parametric excitation of order e2 which is represented by the terms 

- -asm30 --acos30 . ( 
31e . 31e ) 

4 ' 4 

,as 
Other effects of the cubic non-linearity are: - a perturbation - cos 3'1/J of 

32 
3,2 

order e and - a negligible additional frequency _:_ 
128 

a4 of order e2 • 

In the plane (~, a2 ) , the resonance curve can be identified by the frequency
amplitude relationship: 

(2.9) 

or approximatively 

(2.10) 
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For fixed given parameters 1 = 0.16, e = 0.05, the resonance curves (0), (1) in 
Fig. 1 correspond to h = 0.000, 0.003 respectively. The two conditions of stability 

h > 0, 
aw 
8a2 > 0 (2.11) 

are satisfied for the system with damping and along the upper branch of the 
resonance curve 

1.00 

0.25 

0.00 Q./2 

Fig.1 

Remark 1. In the ·second approximation, the cubic non-linearity does not interact 
with external excitations en cos nwt if n =/=- 1, 3. 

Remark 2. Although (Do- 3
: a2

) is of order c2 , the cubic non-linearity coefficient 

1 ;:tnd the detuning parameter 8 may be ... a little large and the resonance region 
may be of order c. In_ the case of the quadratic non-linearity, the resonance region 
is very narrow (of order c2). · ·' 

§3. The cubic non-linearity and parametric excitations of order c 

The second type of non-autonomous systems is that of parametrically- excited 
ones . For this type, the cubic non-linearity may interact with different parametric 
excitations. As an iliustration, let us consider a system described by the differential 
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equation: 

(3.1) 

where: 2p > 0 and 4w are intensity and frequency of the parametric excitation 
interested (which belongs to the type 2pxm cos mwt, In - mj = 3), other notations 
have been explained in §2. 

In the first approximation, we have the same family of harmonic oscillations 
as that corresponding in §2. 

In the second approximation, t~e asymptotic solution is given by: 

x = a cos 1/J + eu t( a, 1/J, 0) = (3.2) 

{ 
1a

3 
pa pa } = a cos 1/J + e -cos 3t/J + - cos(3t/J- 40) + - cos(5t/J - 40) 

32 8 24 

2 2 2 3 2 
a= e2 A2(a,O) = - e: .{hw - Pia sinO+!!____ sin30 - na sin40} 

2w 32 12 16 · 

iJ = e:Bt(a, 0) + e2 B 2 (a, 0) = - e: (..1.- 31 
a 2) 

2w 4 
(3.3} 

e2 { 312 Pla2 P2 3na2 } 
- - B 2 - -a4

- - - cos(} - - cos30- - - cos40 
2w 1 128 32 6 16 

Neglecting Br, we write the equations for stationary oscillations as: 

Do not identifying the resonance curve, we note only that, in the second ap-
2 2 

proximation, beside the excitation ( ~2 sin 30, - ~ cos 30) due to the parametric 

excitation, there are also two excitations 

( 
na

2 
Pia 

2 
) ( 3na

2 
3na

2 
) ---sinO --- cosO and - - - sin40- cos40 

32 ' 32 16 ' 16 . 

due to the interaction between the cubic non-linearity and the aforesaid parametric 
excitation of order i. 

§4. The cubic non-linearity and excitations of order e 2 

In this last section, we examine the interaction between the cubic non-linearity 
(and-other elements) of order e with excitations of order e2 • As and illustration we 
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consider a combination of two system (1.1) (2.1), assuming that the self-excitation 
is of order e2 : 

In the second approximation, the asymptotic solution is determined from: 

x =·~cos~+ e-ul(a,t/1,8)= acost/1 + e-{"Ya
3 

cos3t/J = ecos.(3t/1 - 38)}. , · (4.2) 
32 . 

Neglectirtg Bi. (which are of order e-4) we write the equations for stationary oscil
lations as: 

. I 

{ 

( 
k ) 3'"'te hw 1- 4a 2 + 4 asin38, 

. 2 
3'"Y 2 3'"Y 4 3'"'te (6. - 4 a -

128
a) - 4 acos38 = 0 . 

(3.4) 

3 . 

If e = 0 (without excitation of order c), beside the perturbat ion '"Ya cos 3tjl (of 
. 32 

order e), the cubic non-linearity introduces only a negligible additional frequency 

-.~~:a
4 

(of order e-2), the amplitude a 2 == i of st~tionary oscillations is fully de

termined by the self-excitation (of order e2). Thus, for systems with excitations of 
order e2, the effect of the "single" cubic non-linearity in the second approximation. 
is · very weak. 

· If e =I= 0 '(with excitation of order e) it appears a parametric excitation, repre

sented by the terms ( 
3
;e a sin 38, -

3
;e a cos 38), due to the interaction between 

the cubic lon-linearity and the external excitation of order e and the system will os
cillate in combined" regime "parametrically and self-excited one" . The resonance 
curve of ~his regime can be identified by the frequency amplitude relationship 

( 
3"Y 3'"Y2 )2 ( ka2)2 9"Y2e2a2 

W(6,a2) = 6 - 4a2 - 128a4 + h2w2 1- 4 - 16 = 0 (4.5) 

or, approximatively 

(4.6) 
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For fixed given parameters 1 = 0.16, e = 0.05, k = 4, the resonance curves (0), 
(1), (2) shown in Fig. 2 correspond to h = 0.001, 0.005 respectively. We see that 
the resonance curve (with admissible amplitudes) is of parametric character (since 
h is very small - of order e2).· Increasing h, the resonance curve is contracted, it 

takes the form of an "oval", encircling the point 1(/l. = 31 = :0.12, a2 ~ .! = 1) 
. 4 k . 

the latter is the representative point of the purely self-excited oscillation. 

Stable stationary oscillations correspond to th~ upper branCh of the resonance 
curve. 

1.00 

0.12 ..1 

Fig. I! 

Conclusion. 

We have examined some quasi-linear systems with the cubic restoring non
linearity or order e, In the first . approximation, we have a family "of harmonic 
oscillations whose frequency depends on the cubic nonlinearity coefficient. In the 
second approximation, the interaction between the non-linearity interested with 
certain types of excitation may cause different effects. 

This publication is completed with financial support from The Council for 
Nat ural Sciences of Vietnam. 
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PHI T UYEN B~c BA c .AP .c 6 x.AP xi THU HAI 

Xet m<?t so h~ dao d(>ng a tuygn c6 so h;p~g hoi phvc phi tuygn b~c ba a cap 
c (y xap xr th{r hai. a xap xi th\r nhat, c6 he;> dao d<?ngtu~n hoan v&i t~ so ph\} 
thu<?c so h~ng phi tuye~ b~c ba. a xap xi thfr hai, tmmg tac gifra so h~ng phi 
t_uygn n6i tren Ia m9t so i~~i kfch d(>ng cung cap c c6 th~ gay ra nhi'eu hi~u \rng 
khac nhau. 
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